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“Food Innovation stakes & business competitiveness at a European level” took place in Paris on 18th
October 2016. The second one, about “Sharing experiences about entrepreneurship”, was virtual
and took place on 9th November 2017.
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1 Introduction
Several university partners in the EuFood-STA project (BOKU, AgroParisTech, etc…) have
experiences with schemes to support students who want to develop an entrepreneurial idea
from their research. The objectives of this task were to share experiences between
universities and to develop tools that could be useful for young student entrepreneurs.
This task 5.3 implies to:
-

draw up an assessment of what are the actions and means that are presently available
in HE universities,

-

propose several activities to improve the support of student in their entrepreneurial
ideas in European universities.

The objectives of this task were thus developed through three actions:
-

State of the art:

The means and actions dedicated to entrepreneurial skills and ideas in universities were
assessed. An on-line survey was elaborated and disseminated to list and understand the
existing schemes available in European universities to support students who want to
develop an entrepreneurship idea from their research.
-

Web platform:

The EuFoodSTA website was used as web platform for different purposes. The first one is
to tell success stories about start-ups. The second is to help entrepreneur students to
meet complementary partners for their own projects or with the objective to participate
to national competitions.
-

Organization of conferences
§

Co-organization of an international conference jointly with Idefi-ecotrophelia
and FoodLab projects. A 1-day conference was organized in Paris, including one
half day about entrepreneurship.

§

Organization of a virtual conference focused on sharing experiences of young
entrepreneurs.

This deliverable is aimed to report the methods and results of these three actions.
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2 State-of-the-art about available tools and actions in
universities
2.1 Methodology
An on-line survey was implemented https://www.food-sta.eu/questionnaire-state-of-the-art-garageconcept-application

in order to list and understand the existing schemes available in European

universities to support students who want to develop an entrepreneurship idea from their
research.
The questions are focused on the involvement of universities in entrepreneurship, the
available tools for students, the involvement of students in internal or external competitions.
The detailed questions are listed in Annex I.
Dissemination of the survey was performed to the different universities in France, Germany,
Austria, Portugal and Italy through EuFoodSTA partners and to universities of other countries
through the ISEKI-Food network.

2.2 Results
Twenty-seven people have answered the survey from European countries (4 from France, 3
from Portugal, 2 from Germany and UK, 1 from 11 others) and non-European countries (2
from Brazil, 1 from Israel, Kazakstan and Sri-Lanka).
The main results of the survey are the followings:
-

Supporting students in their entrepreneurship ideas is considered by universities as
very important (25%), important (42%), and slightly or not important (33%).

-

Entrepreneurship is included within the official strategic directions of the university
for 63% universities.

-

There is a specific management of entrepreneurship for FST students in 50%
universities.

-

There is a specific teaching course on entrepreneurship for FST students in 50%
universities.
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-

Activities available for FST students to develop their entrepreneurship ideas are
modules with free time for working on their personal project (27%), sessions of
mentoring (22%), organization of internal competitions (22%), and coaching for
external competitions (18%).

-

Students can access to food-labs (kitchen-scale) (45%), production-labs (pilot-scale)
(30%), tools for business plan (20%).

-

Students are encouraged to participate to national or international competitions
(65%).

-

Between 1 and 10 start-ups are launched in 40% universities.

3 Web-platform
A specific page on the EuFoodSTA web platform was implemented about entrepreneurship

ideas (https://www.food-sta.eu/careers/entrepreneurship).

This page contains several sub pages:
- “Success stories of entrepreneurial ideas”
- “Projects ideas looking for partners”
- “Students looking for project ideas”
These specific pages aim to help entrepreneur students to launch entrepreneurship ideas.
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3.1 Success stories
Twelve short stories are described in many different food sectors. They show examples of
activities that can be successful. Their list is detailed in Annex II.

3.2 Webpage for project ideas looking for partners

The page “looking for partners” (https://www.food-sta.eu/node/add/entrepreneurial-idea) is
open for students that have a project in mind and want to meet complementary partners in
the objective of launching a start-up or to participate to national competitions. They will
describe their project in a few lines on the webpage and fill a table with “expertise and skills
available” and “expertise and skills needed”.

3.3 Webpage for students looking for project ideas

The page “looking for project” (https://www.food-sta.eu/careers/entrepreneurial-ideas) is
open for students that want to propose their own skill in an existing project. They will describe
themselves in a few lines on the webpage and fill a table with “expertise and fields proposed”.

4 Organization of conferences

4.1 Co-organization of the international conference “Food Innovation
Stakes & Business Competitiveness at a European level” 18th
October 2016
The international joint conference “Food Innovations Stakes & Business competitiveness at a
European level: The key to success for business-university partnerships” took place in Paris on
18th October 2016. The detailed program of the conference is given in Annex III
(https://www.food-sta.eu/node/151). There were 130 registrations. EuFoodSTA project
displayed one oral presentation (G. Schleining) and two posters.
A round-table on entrepreneurship was included in the conference schedule. It was attended
by Florence Ranson, FoodDrink Europe, three Heads of incubators: Jérôme Zlatoff (ISARA,
France), Israel Griol-Barres (IDEAS, Spain) ) and Thomas van Den Boezem (Startlife, The
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Netherlands), as well as Sarah Vandermeersch, a young entrepreneur who participated in the
Ecotrophelia 2015 contest in Belgium. The summary of the conference is given in Annex III.

4.2 Organization of a virtual conference “Sharing experiences about
entrepreneurship” 9th November 2017
The

virtual

conference

for

entrepreneur

students

“Sharing

experiences

about

entrepreneurship” was organized on 9th November 2017 in collaboration with the FoodLab
project (https://www.food-sta.eu/experiences-entrepreneurship). The aim of this conference
was to collect testimonials from young business creations. By presenting their success stories
and failures, the challenges or difficulties they have faced while launching their businesses,
speakers did share their experience with attendees and notably with young entrepreneur
students who want to launch their own business. The detailed program of the conference is
given in Annex IV. There were 98 registrations. The conference was recorded.
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5 ANNEX I: Survey on the state-of-the-art of the Garage
concept application
Supporting Food Science and Technology students in their entrepreneurial ideas - Survey on the
state of the art of Garage-concept application
WP 5.3. Responsable: F. Dubois-Brissonnet (AgroParisTech)
Within the EuFooD-STA project (Erasmus+, Knowledge Alliance, Coordinator institution: BOKU –
Vienna/AT) activities aimed to improve the bridge between Higher Education Institutions
(Universities, academia) and the professional and industry sector on the education and training of
students in Food studies.
In WP 5.3., we first aim to understand what is already going on in the universities to support Food
Science and Technology (FST) students in their entrepreneurship ideas. To achieve this aim, a brief
survey has been prepared; it will take not about 5 min of your time.
While we ask you to provide us your name and institution for project quality evaluations, the results
of this survey will be available to all the participants in an aggregate form.
We thank you in advance for your kind reply and if any questions please contact F. Dubois-Brissonnet
florence.dubois@agroparistech.fr
First Name: free text
Family Name: free text
Email: free text
Institution: free text
Country (compulsory): drop down selection
Position: senior teacher/lecturer/other (options)
1. How do your institution currently rate the importance to support students in their
entrepreneurship ideas before they finish their university studies? (choose one answer)
a. No important
b. Slightly important
c. Important
d. Very important
2. Is entrepreneurship included within the official strategic directions of your university?
(choose YES/NO)
3. What are the staff resources that your university put for supporting entrepreneurship?
(free space to answer)
4. Does the status of “entrepreneur student” or something similar exist in your
university?

(choose YES/NO)

5. Is there a specific management of entrepreneurship ideas for FST students?
Specify the name of the course (“Food science Master” for ex.)
If YES go to questions 6 to 10
If NO go to questions 11 to 12
6. Is there a specific teaching course or module on entrepreneurship for FST students?
(choose YES/NO)
7. If YES: please provide further details for this module/course
a. What are the duration of the module(s) (in hours)?
b. Could you briefly describe the content?
c. Could you briefly describe the teaching methods?
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d. What are the learning outcomes?
(free space to answer)
8. What are the other forms of activity available to support FST students in their
entrepreneurship ideas? (choose answer / multi answer possible)
a. modules with free time to work on the student’s project (with evaluation and
ECTS)
b. sessions of mentoring
c. organization of internal competitions
d. coaching for external competitions
e. other (provide details) (free space to answer)
9. Which tools can students access for developing their entrepreneurship ideas? (choose
answer / multi answer possible)
a. Web-platform for encountering other students interested by the project (out of
FST curriculum)
b. Food-labs to develop their products (kitchen scale)
c. Production-labs to scale up the production (pilot scale)
d. Tools for business plan (if so, provide details)
e. Other (provide details) (free space to answer)
10. At which level the tools and activities to develop entrepreneurship skills and ideas are
available? (multi answer possible)
a. Bachelor
b. Master
c. Doctorate

After question 10 go to question 13

11. Can the FST students access to entrepreneurship modules organized by other curricula
in your university?
a. What are the duration of the module(s) (in hours)?
b. Could you briefly describe the content?
c. Could you briefly describe the teaching methods?
d. What are the learning outcomes?
(free space to answer)
12. Which tools can FST students access for developing their entrepreneurship ideas?
(choose answer / multi answer possible)
f. Web-platform for joining other students (with complementary skills)
g. Tools for business plan (if so, provide details)
h. Other (provide details) (free space to answer)

After question 12 go to question 13

13. If internal competitions of entrepreneurship ideas exist within your university, how is
it organized?
a. Which department/school organizes it? (free space to answer)
b. Is there a pitch organized in front of companies/entrepreneur agents? (choose
YES/NO)
c. If yes,
i. Is it a pitch of ideas only?
ii. Is it a pitch of ideas associated with the business plan?
d. Is there a financial award (scholarship) for winners (provide details)? (free space
to answer)
14. If internal competitions of entrepreneurship ideas exist within your university, who
can participate? (choose answer)
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.
20.

a. Only students from your university and following the same curriculum (parent
discipline)
b. Only students from your university but with different curricula
c. Students from several universities with different sectors of activities
d. When the competition is open to several fields, which are they? (question d
opens when b or c are selected)
i. Sciences (FST in particular)
ii. business (trading, marketing)
iii. finances
iv. consumer science
v. journalism
vi. other (precise)
Are the students encouraged to participate to existing national or international
business plan competitions (such as Ecotrophelia (https://www.ecotrophelia.eu/),
Foodhackathon (http://www.foodhackathon.fr/)? (choose YES/NO and free space to
precise)
When students are participating to external competitions, how is it organized? (choose
answer / multi answer possible)
a. coaching with FST teachers is available
b. coaching with business teachers is available
How many groups of students work more than two months on an entrepreneurship
idea (with a business plan) in your university per year in the field of food science and
technology? (free space to answer)
a. None
b. 1-10
How many students/groups participate to national or international business plan
competitions per year in the field of food science and technology? (free space to
answer)
How many startups are launched from these projects per year? (free space to answer)
Have you any other information you want to share with EuFoodSTA project about the
way your university support student’s entrepreneurship ideas? (free space to answer)
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6 ANNEX II: Success stories
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7 ANNEX II: 18th October 2016 International conference in
Paris: program and summary
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8 ANNEX IV: 9th November 2017 Virtual conference:
program
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